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The maheuver of landing on a normsl field with a good air- ‘

pi-e presents no danger for a oapable and prudent pilot. In

the event of a foroed lsnding, however, a pilot may be com-

pelled to alight on a field mere or less unsuitable as to smooth-

ness, size, and orientation. In such a case it is obvious that

the landlng may be difficult, if not dangerous.

V=ious devices have been proposed for overcoming these

dlfflckltles, which will eventually disappear of themselves

with a suitable distribution of the engine-propeller groupsk

Airplanes have been made with lifting propellers for taking off

and landing vertically. Such ai~lanes, however, have poor

aerodynamic quslities and sre e~osed to very great danger, If

their lifting propellers stop or fail to function ProperlY_ .

.As for normal airplanes, 1$ has been sought, in partkulsr,

to reduoe their minimum flight speed, which is regarded as their

praotioal landing speed. Perhaps too much stress has been laid .

on rbduotion of landing speed, whioh obviously constitut06 an
.. . .,+

import~t elernent”o”fsafety,’tit which should not-be-considered

exclusively. Other elements, such as the ,angleof glide snd the

shortening of the landing rumby air and ground brakes, have an
.

*hLtAtterr~sB
Te et le Freinsge des Aylons,” from the supple-

ments to Nos. and 9, 1928, of ‘La CJhroniquedes Avions Breguet.U
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important bearing on the stiety of landing..-, , .,hL. ,.-e.” - - - . ..-
We propose to treet briefly the various &pects of this

question. We shall, however, oonsider only land airplanes, be-

oause the ease of seaplanes is”quite different. For the latter,

the area for

obstacles.

alighting is seldom zestrioted or surrounded by

Landirig.-Landing maneuvers may & divided Into three

phases:

1. Gliding desoent;

2. Levelling off neax the ground;

3. Making oontaot with the ground, taxying and stopping.

We will analyze these three phases.

Gliding descent.- In this phase the gas and ignition sre

switched off, and the propeller funotions as a windmill md

adds a certain structural.&ag to the drag of the airplane proper,

Let n represent the polax curve of the airplane (Fig. 1)

under these conditions. Let M denote the point on this curve

corresponding to the regim~ considered; P, the weight of the

airplsne; md S, the wing area. The flight speed V is then.......

determined by formula .

v=... I
the segment OM =m

P

;Sm’

being, moreover, praotioal.lY

equhl, on the polar, to the segment ~ = oz.
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The inclination t)of the flight path is equal to the angle

‘“$rWh;;h”-03K makes With the axis

drag ratio (cx/oz) at the regime

oz. On designating the lift-

oonsidered by tan p, it 16

obvious that

tane=tanq=~.

Lastly, the vertiosl speed of desoent b equals V sine ..

V, e snd v are three important elements in gliding fllg~t.

When a pilot sights his landing field the accuracy of~~ls course

Is improved In proportion to his angle of glide (1. Moreover, “

this enables him to olear sn object of height H (Fig. 2) at

the edge of the field by direoting his course toward a:point A

nearer the obstacle, since D = ~ ●

Simultaneously with the increased angle of glide e, it is

obviously advantageous to reduce the flight speed V or the

vertical speed of desoent (v = V sine)o~

There are four distinct regimes of gliding descent.

1. Regime of mln$mum speed V?- This corresponds to the

point Ml for whloh OH is the maximum. This point Is found

a little to the right of the point M of the polar (Fig. 3)

for which Cz iEIthe nmzlmum. Inpractloe It is necessary to—

#It .oanrrotbe denied that the reduotilonof the minimum angle of
glide es = q~ iS a3so of csonsidersbleImportance. If, in
cross-ocuntry flight, engine trouble develops at a certain e3.ti-
tude, the farthest points attainable by glidlng are at a distance
proportional to cotan 4?6, and the szea within which the pilot

fcan seek a propitious landing field 1S proportional to (cotsn e5 .
While trying to increase the maximum angle of glide, we must also
try to reduoe the minimum mgle of glide as much as possible.
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di.sregsrdthe portion of the polax situated to the right of ~..... ......-.,.--.

We shall therefore replace Ml by Ma, the difference In the

corresponding speeds being negligible.

2. Regime of maximum slope6.- The desoent mm be made at

90°, corresponding to the points Ma or M~t. The point Ma

corresponds to an impossible regime (descent In the horizontal

positlon)”ln whloh the airplane possesses neither stability of

flight nor effloaoy of the controls. The point U’ corresponds

to a vertlosl dive, i.e., to an extremely swift regime. Practi-

cally, $n order to descend atd
slope, it is neoessexy to fly

it of the polar corresponding

the slow regime snd at the maxhnum

at the regime ~, the useful lim-

preclsely, from what preoedes, to

the praotical minimum of the speed V. It would not be prudent,

however, to fly at this regime, since the airplane would then

have no protection, i.e., no sufficient margin of control.

3. R(%the of minimum’ver$lcal speed v.- Here we have

F P Cx
v= V sinO = —

. ;s (c#’a (1 + tldQ )<’. ‘“.

Taking 1 + ta@g equal to unity, whioh is praotloelly true for

the regimes oonsldered, the minimum of v corresponds to the “

mlninnunof cx/ozwa, i.e., at the regime of minimum power neo-

esssry for horizontal fli-ght. The correspondingpoint & is

therefore necessarily situated between the point I& (msklmum ~

of Oz or minimum of V) snd the point M6 corresponding to
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the minimum coefficd.entof glide tanq
.... ....,-~~..-.

minimum angle of glide 6 . - ‘-

!5

and consequently to the

4. Regime of minimum.slope (or WIe of glide).- This is .
.

the xegime & corresponding to the minimum coefficient of

glide (or L/D ratio) tanq.

Let us see how the vsrlous regimes are affeoted by modlfioa-

tions of the polex ourve n . R’orexisting airplanes, the polsr

mane m, between the points MS snd Ma, oan be assumed to be

a portiomof a parabola, whose axis coincides with the axis of

the abscissas Cx and of the equation

Cx = a+boza

The limiting ordinate of this paabola is c%’
which can be

tsken as ooinoidlng with the point Ma of the resl ordinate

:0~
M

situated by hypothesis beyond Ma. By d.W~B taki~

1 + tanaq equal to unity, for simplicity, It is easily seen

that the prinolpa3 regimes, as defined above, Ewe charaoterlzed
.

as follows.

,.,.

. .
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TABLE t.
.... R e“’g<~”m e-- I ~-.., . I tang= tane’”

Regime- M ~

f
ozB=#. r

(minimum of d)
t~e~ = 2 ab

..

,.
TABLE I (Cont.)

Regime I v ..
I v = v sine

Regime &
v=

f
=K : % =2Kb

(minimum of e)
Regime MA

V4 = 0.76 V V4 = 0.88 v~ ‘“
(minimum of v)

Regime Ma
(minimum of V and v’ < V& v = v+

r

~m
Va = Vmin Ozamaximum of 8)

Let us consider another polar, likewise oonstltuting a

pszabola for the region.considered. It cen be derived from the

preoeding parabola by two suc-sslve transformations, a homotk “

e~y with respeot to the point O end a translation parsllel to

the axis of the absoissas ox. .We sh&l examine ,ti&ese

‘formationssuccessively.

r
a) Homothetlc transformation~”-The aro MB U= of

two tra#!%-\

the psr-
.

abola * Is transformed into the ~o 11~’~MJt, homothetio with

m u n—mmm—mmm mmm-mm mm. ,, ...-
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the ratio A of the psrabola
..>,.,, . ,,,.....

polar, of the equation

Cxl .*+

regimes of gliding flight sre chsraoterized

TABLE II.

y

m’. For this

as follows. .

Regime c~ tang = tane

Regime ~1

c%
1 L.Ao

% tsm~ 1 = tall%
(minimum of e) “

Regime M4f

(minimum of v)
CZ41 = A CZ4

Regime Maf
(practical.min. of V I c%‘=Ac% tS21ea1= tanea
ad max. Of e) I

TABLE II (Cont.)

Regime v v= V sin e. .
Regime M5~

..
~

‘s‘ ‘3

v~l =
(minimum of 6) < h

Regime MA!

I

=V4 ‘ v~

“’ F

v’; =
(minimum of v) ~ A

Regime Mat
(praotlcal min. of V Va

‘a’ ‘r
vaI,=_

and m=. of 9) ;“
.

--,.

b) Translation of Polar.-
.,

The aro ~ ~. of”tlieparabola

n Is transformed into the exc ~n ~H .of the parabola mn

(Fig. 4) following the axis c= and separated from the former
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W c oonstant dIstante

6quat’i& ‘“-“

Iiha regimes of gliding

Regime

Regime ~n

(minimum Of e)
Regime ll~n

(minimum of v)

Aa=t3~-
.L. .

Oxfl=~n+

flight ar”e

507

a. For this new

--l...

b OzaH,

oharaoterized as

TABLE 111.

Oz ““”

CzaH = Oza

polar,

8

of the .

follows.

,.

—

Regime M n
(praoticel min. of V
~d max. Of e)

TABLE III (Cont.)
.

Regime v“

Reg~me ~511
~6 H

f=V= +
(minimum Of e)
Regime Man

(minimum of v)

Regime M# I(~raotioel min. of”V “
md mhx. of (3)

Van = Va

v4n = 7r4

. ..
Every parabolio polex oan %e derived from another by a

homothety followed by a translation., The preoedlng tables show

the resulting modifications for the principal regimes considered

above.
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,. In p@~oular, If we consider the regime of minimum verti-”w... .... ..

osl speed, which practically coincides with the regime of best -

climb, we see that the homothety reduoes the speed (V4 snd V4

becoming V41 and v4~) without altering the desoendhg slope,

while the translation ohenges both the slope snd the flight

speed without d?feothg the vertiosl.speed (Fig. 5).

The deformation of a polar by homothety closely approximates

the result obtained by protiding a wing with suitably disposed

slots and auxillazy ailerons. The deformation of a poler by

translation psrsllel to the ox axis Is the one obtained by

addiag the structural &eg or by causing the propeller to act

as a brake in such manner as to produce a braking effect propor-

tional to the square of the speed, which Is obtained by varying

the revolution speed of the braking propellet in proportion to

the speed of the airplane.

Aiiairplane necessarily glides at a regime appreciably

swifter than that of maximum lift, both to preserve c suitable

controllability snd to maintain a sufficient momentum for level-

llng off near the ground. In praotloe it has been found neces-

sary to glide at about 2/3 of the m~mum lift. For an ordi-

nary airplane, this corresponds olosely to the regime M*$ $.e.,
... .....

to the regime of minimum vertloal speed...- . .. ,..

Therefore the homothetio transformation of the polsr enables

- the reduotion of Va

angle of glide. The

or V4 without altering the oorrespondhg

translation of the polar makes it neoesswcy
.

.
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.

.-.to rnainta$qthOvLv,al_u~c= = 0=4 of the llft, whioh represents

the chosen fraotion of the maximum lift. In this ease the tti-

gent of the angle of glide Is inoreased by the quantity

Atane = + = La
C!Z44

without c.ppreclablyaffeoting the flight speed. “

As an illustration, let us consider an airplane descending

in the regime & at an angle of 5° (tanet= 0.1) with a speed

v’, = 114 km/h (70 ml./hr.), “P/g= 50 kg/ma (10 lb./sq.ft.),
.
CZ4 = 0,8, i.e., with.a vertical speed of Va = 3.2 m (10.5 ft.)

per second. Table IV shows the effect of the various possible

modifications of the polar of th”isairplane on the angle of de-

scent e, on the flight speed V, on the vertical speed

and on the horizontal distance D traversed in descending

tical distance of H = 50 m (164 ft.).

v

a ver-

..
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TABLE IV.

“Modifications made
In the airplane

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Referenoe airplane

Struoturol drag repre-
sented by Ao 0.04 prao-

rticslly doub ing min.
drag of nirpldne.

Braking effect of propel-
ler represented by
~ c~O.16.

Sumofb+o

Homothetic transformation
of the polsx In the
ratio A = 2.

Sumofb+o+e.

Regi~ of gliding flight
c~ = constant fraotion of max. lift

tane

Em

0.15

0030

0.35

0.10

0.35

14

,13

,11.5

,11.0

80

78

=v f3id3

mjs

3.2

4.3J

8.9

10.2

2.26

6.25

D=H/t~e
(H=50 m)

500

333 ,

166

143

500

143

This table, given only by WQY of illustration, shows the ef-

feot of the methods of increasing the head resistance or drag

of the air (by mesns of supplementing retarding devices or by the

,propeller) on the reduction of D end the effeot of the methods

of amplifying the polar (by slotted wings, for example) on the

reduotion of V snd v. It Is important to reduce not only V

and v, but slso D. It is obviously desirable to devise, If

possible, a judioious combination of these vcrious methods of

modifying the polex in gliding %light.

We must not forget, however, that it is desirable to in-

crease the L/D ratio at the regime of gliding flight for land-

ing, whioh can be accomplished only by methods inoapable of i=

i
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pairing ,the L/D ratio at the regine of norml flight. Though. . ..

this condition is very Inportant for maintaining the excellence.

of an airplane in normsl flight, it is rather difficult to sat-

isfy.

LevellinE off preparatory to landing.- This phase extends

from the moa-entthe pilot abandons, near the ground, the re@lar

regime of ’glidingflight up to the moment the airplane.touches

the ground. In order to descsibe the corresponding flight path

AB (Fig. 6), the pilot gradually noses up his drplanes, which

reduoes the angle of desoent and the speed. At ony instant, on

projecting the acceleration of the oenter of gravity of the air-

plane and the external foroes on the speed and its normal, we

Equation (2), In whioh R (the radius

g Sva, (1)

cOOe. (2)

shows that

of curvattie) is positive,

I.e., that the
-.

fright fofithe

ox ; SV* =

.

speed Is greater than that of regular gliding

lift” Ozd’ -Fromthis lnequsllty we Cbadu.oe

The ratio t~9/t~ 9, equal to 1 at the point A, keeps increa~
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a ...... .,
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increases (due to th~ gradual lev-
... ,, -

ellhg off of the airplane) agd tane decreases. As a r-esult

.,.: ox i s~ > p 8MI

.,.“,

and equation (1) shows that dV/dt is negative, i.e., that the

speed V goes on diminishl~.

The mole art of piloting, for a oorreot landing, consists

in levelling off gradually eJ-ong AB, so that the flight path

is tangent to the ground at the point B and so that, at this

point:

a) the lift Cz is practically maximum;
.

?i b) the curvatdre (l/R) of the flight path Is practically

zero, these two conditions serving to render the speed v~ at

the point B as near its minimum as possible;

c) a slight supplementary mosing-up of the airplane, ef-

fected by puJJhg rather abruptly on the control stlok, causes

it to touch the ground with the tall skid or simultaneouslywith

the tall skid and wheels in such manner as to avoid any reboun~

hg of the airplane from the ground.

In order to realize the path’ AB, it is obviously neoessary
,“

to have sufficient reserve lifting power at the point A. For

>. this+reason, as we have already mentioned, a regime of gliding

flight considerably below that of the maximum lift must be

adopted.

The complete solution by oaloulation is too difficult to be

4 -. .
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attempted here. Moreover, the skill and ability of the pilot.. .... ,,-----_..-

greatly affeot the length of the flight path L and of the drop

h during the process of levelling off on the are. A& “We shal

therefore oontent ourselves with assigning approximate values to

these quantities, simply to enable us to estimate the effeot of

vazying the essential oh&caoteristlos of the

~Let Vx and V= represent the speeds at

01 represent the initial angle of glide at

momentum theorem to the airplane on the path

slrplane.

Aand B and let “

A. By applying the

M, we obtain

This equation, involvlng a certain mean value of the funotio~

1 ~)t~9[c0se +- renders it possible to link L and h to
gR/’.

the Initial and final speeds V. and Va. In order to caloulate

L or h, it would be neoessary to establish a second relation

between them. R’orsimplloity, let us assume that the em M

(rig. 7) ~S Com?=a’le to the =CO of a circle.. under these ~on-

dltions .
h= Dtan~

and, sinoe el/2 h tiw~s V8ZY SM~l,

L =D=~
tw et

On the other hand, we have assumed that one flies, In a

gliding descent, at a lift OZZ which represents a certain frao-
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of the

k= 0.65). Let

(O4 = OZM) at

.

mmmum lift OZM (k < 1

us “iswmi that the lift is

the point B and that the

15

and, for example,

the greatest

lifting foroe exaotly

balanoes the weight, i.e., that the real ourvature of the flight

path.beoomes zero. Under these conditions

Oz
o~a =OSM=*

and, oonslderlng cos~ as unity,

c~
\ v, .va<=L ~ v=? (5)

1

On taking equations (4) and (5) into account, equation (3) en-

ables us to caloulate L or D and h, obtalnlng

If the above-defined levelllng-off path AB of a given air-

. plane is known, It is easy to see how it is affeoted by ohenges “

In the airplane polar.

a) Let us assume a homothetlo transformation of the polex

in the ratio h. The flight paths are then similaz In the ratio

of the.squares of the speeds at the homologous points, I.e., in

the ratio l/h, and we have hl = h/A and D~ = D/A.

b) Let us as&me a translation of the polsx psmQlel to

the .ox ‘axis and equal to aU - a- Starthg from the same point,
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the two airplanes will have the same speed at the same level,- . --- ._ _ d._. -------- . .
If they fly at lifts Cz snd CZH such that c~sin9 =

cxw/sinO”O After descending from the height h, their respect-

ive flight paths will have a zero slope (~m=~ =0), the

ssme speed and an Infinite radius of curvature. It iS obvious,

th&efore, that the height h, of the levelling-off path is

the ssme for both airplanes and that the corresponding horizon-

tal distances D snd DH are such that

Dlf = D
●

1 + (.)
. -a “mean

Let us apply these results to

For the chosen reference airplane,

v~ = 91 km/h (56.6 mi./hr.), h =

D = 180 m (590 ft.). Table V is based on the same hypotheses

as Table IV.

.

the above numericsl example.

we may ~eume that

9 m (29.5 ft.), and
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.TABLE V
. . . .. .,-. . .

Modifications
msde in

the airplane

a)

b)

.

o)
.

d)

e)

Reference airplane

Structural drag repre-
sented by A ox = 0.04
praotloally doubling
minimum &cag of airplane

Braking effeot of propel-
ler represented by
A C= = 0.16

Sumof b+o

Homothetio transformation
of the Dolar in the rati(
A2 =

f)sumofb+c+e

LeviKlling-offchsraoteristics

Slope at
origin
tan%=

0.10

0.15

0.30

0.35

0.10

0.35

Speed V
at origin
km/h

114

113

111.5

111

80

78

Speed.~

‘n a:iw

91

91 .

91

91

64

64

*
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.,
TABLE V (Oont.)

W-. ,.. m,, . . ,. .

Modifications
made in

the alrplsne

a) Reference airplane

b~ Structural drsg represented
by Aox = 0.04 practically
doubling minimud”drag of
airplane

o) Braking effect of propeller
represented by Acx = 0.16

d)gumofb+o

e) Homothetlo transformation of
the polar in the ratio A =

f) Sumofb+c+e

Levelling off ohsrao.teristlcs

Height In
meters

9

9

9

9

4.5

4.5

HoriZOntd
distance D
In meters

180

143

113

110

90

55

This table shows how the use of braking devices shortens

the horizontal length of the flight path during the levellhg

off and how the amplifloation of the polar reduces the height

snd the horizontal length of this phase.

Of couxse It is necessary to consider the phase of gliding

desoent preoeding the levellhg off, when there is oooaslon to

olear an obstnole whose height H is greater than the height

h of the levelling-off phase. For example, let us suppose

that one wishes to cleex an obstaole of height H = 30 m (98 ft.).

R’orthe horizontal distanoe D. netween the obstaol-eand the -

point of contaot with the ground, he then finds the followlng

ii
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Of ootise these horlzontd distances are determined on the sup-

position that there is no wind and that the flight path is en-

tirely included in a given vertioal plsne.

By landing in a head wind or by describing a curving flight

path on both sides of a mean vertiosl plane, the pilot can re-

duoe the distance D, but the horizontal projection of the m-.

tusl flight path remains practically equivalent to the above

figures, thus demonstrating the importance of braking sn air-

plane in the air, In order to land in a limited space bordered

by obstaoles.

Braking an alz@sn6 on the ~ound.- After m airplane has ““

landed, It has the speed Va and is ~upported chiefly by its

wheels end tail skid. The problem.of braking on the ground

then consists in stopping the alrplaae wlth”inas short a dls-

tenoe ag

ti .,The

plied atI

tion R,

pnoe to

possible.

$ozc~aoting on th8 @rplae are: the weight P sp-

the oenter of grexity G; the totol aerodynszdo reao-

of components Rx, Rz and lever exms 6 with refer-

G; the braking force R’ of the propeller, praotiotily

horizontal with lever arms d“ with reference to G; the normel
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reaoth)n ~B and the tangential reaotion f NB of the ground

on the skid; the normal reaotion MR and the tangential reao-

tion p MR of the ground on the Wheels (neglecting the couple

P of the rolling friotion of the tieels “onthe ground). The

positive directions of the various foroes sre Indloated by the

arrows in Figure 8. The equations for”the horizontal motion of

the center of gravity are:

(1)

o =RZ+HR+HB -P, (2)

o =Fd - R5+ (a- I.LH) ~R - (b + fH) MB (3)

In order to verify equation (3), that is, for the skid to

touch the ground (NB > O), It Is obvious that the aerodynamic

oouple R5 must have a suitable vslue, which the pilot obtains

by a suitable deflection of the elevator, We then have:

N~ =
Fd-R5

L+(f
+ (p

-IJ)H
-%) a--~:)HL+(f

.

We will assume that the skid remains in contaot with the

that.is, that NB is effectively positive. Under these

ground,

condi-

tions the angle of attaok is fixed and corresponds to the atti-
..

tude of the airplane on the gro~. ‘We shall oall this the

WOgroundsngle of attaok.”

Assuming p and f to be fixed, equation (1) (on elimi- c

n@i~ HB ad HRz . determined by equations (2) fid (3) may be

9

:,. ,- .,..,, ,.. . , . , .—-—..-. --—..
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written

—. . . .. ... --------

I’ R6) (f - IQ-R=-(Ff~
-M)H -

The alrplsne loses momentum on the

absolute vslue of the

It is important,

the greatest possible

%0

(4)

(p - Rz) ~+f~f+ ‘:1 H.

ground In proportion as the

negative dV/dt oontinues to increase.

therefore, to give the term

(Fd - R5) (f - W)
L+(f -M)H

positive value. In fact, this term Is of

little importance, beoause d snd 6 aze both small and f - w

Is a very small faotor. In order to simplify the problem, we

shall negleot this unimportant term (which, moreover, approaches

zero with the speed V, If the propeller does not continuously

act as a brake with a positive lever arm d). Equation (4)

then beoomes

P dV
EE

or, w putting

. . . . .. . .

and designating

for the ground

(5)

fa + Wb
L+(f

=*
-P)H

(6)

by o% Wd o% the aerodynsmio coeffloients

angle of attaok,

h“ ------
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PdV= “- (F+~P) - (c~” vczb);s~
EE

(7)

simplicity, let us assume that the force 1’ is con-

that F denotes the mesn value of the braking force

of the propeller during the landing run. Let D represent

the length of the run.. The speed V equslls dD/dt. Replao-

ing dt

for the

D =

by dD/V in equation (7) and integrating, we obtain,

landing ~

P/s F+~p+:SV=a(c~-Vc~b) . -
. . log

or, by introducing the lift Cza
corresponding to the landing

speed ~ and designating the ratio F/P by X,

P/El

[(

“ ox ‘$ ‘~b
D= log 1 + b-

pg (Cxb - ~ Czb) X+*)O% 1 (8)

In this formula, Czb is evidently smsller them or at most,

equal to Oza3
,

maximum

. It is easy

function of the

since this lift”is assumed to be equal.to the

to show that D is a constantly decreasing

difference Cxb - ~ c~b# which it is oonse- ‘ “
.

quently important to make as large us possible, in order to re-

duoi D as much

portent to have,

Cxb ond L small

as possible. Thus, if ~ is fixed, It Is im-

at the gro~d angle of attack, a strong drag

lift o~b. In general, however, cm is slso

increased by increasing Oxb.
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On ordlnsxy olrplsnes the ground angle of a,ttaokis deter-

mined.beforehand, and the above oondition osn be satisfied only’

by the addition+of supplement~ dr~, whioh Is puxely stl!uo-

tursl or even detriment~ to the lift, showing that air-braking

while taxying requires ~rodynamio oharaoteristios partldlly at

vari~oe”wlth those required for alr brdcing before oonteot.

with the ground, for reduolng the londlng speed.

Lastly, equation (8) renders it possible to investigate

the vsriation in the length D of the landing run with ~,

that is, with the braking ooeffibient on the ground. Without

entering Into any intricate mathematical discussion, we will

simply state that, whatever may be the velues of o~a, Cxb, c

‘Zb snd X, it is slways importsnt to make ~ positive and

not too small. It is not certain

Is always important to make ‘# as
..
.tion at least renders it possible

In each partlcul~ ease.

in advance, however, that It

l~ge as possible. (lelcula-

to determine this definitely

The coefficient ~, as defined by equation

of flotitious or over-all coefflolent of braking

whloh stit~eously

ground on the wheels

account the position
-

(6), is a sort

on the ground,

Includes the frlotlonel effect of the

(Y) and on the skid (f)” snd takes into

of the oenter of gravity with referenoe to

the points of contact A u~ B of these

For example, we may take f = 0.4 for a

average soil.

p~ts with the ground.

yielding skid on sn
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For skids which take hold

of f may be attained, but it,.,..--!-, .,.------

should be prohibited, in order

fields. A speoial brake might

more strongly, very high values

would seep that suoh skids

to avo~d tearing up the landing

be mounted on the plow of the

skid for ocoaslona3 use in oases of emergenoy.

On well-kept fields and for bsll-bearing brakelesq wheels, “
.

p .may have values between 0.04 and 0,1. For wheels with drum

brakes Slrnilsrto the ones used on automobiles, v may be as

high as 003. On bad ground these figures may be inoreased, but

the taxying then becomes irregulsx and the risk of oapslzing .

too great for the theoretical calculation of the landing run

to be of sny praotlosl importance.

To give sm Idea of the possible values of w , we will

take the example of an airplsne for whioh

a= 0.82m; b=5.6m; l=a+b=6.42m;

H= 1.7 m

Assuming the wheels to be brakeless and tsking f = 0.4 and

P= 0.04, we have ~ = ~Z = 0.078. Then aasumlng the wheels

to be braked to the msxi~ and taking f = 0.4 and V= 0.3,

#e have ~ = V= = 0.306. From this example we see how the par-

ticipation of the tail skid In the braking on the ground renders

thevariation of the over-all’ooeffictent-of friation~ differ-

ent from that of the coeffiolent P of the wheels and Is only

modified by the braking of the latter.

1 —.
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If the two above-oslculatedvslues of ~9,. % 7.,...,,,.,,,%.
wheel brakes) exe applied to the-o~oulation

(with

of the

24

and without

landing run

of the

ground

(ozb =

airplane already oonsldered, we obtain, on assuming the

angle of attaok to be equal to that of the msximum lift

‘Za)J the followlng results:

.
TABLE WI.

‘ Cases In Tables IV and V

Case a
n b
H o (braking foroe of

propeller is assumed to
be P/5)
Case d

n e
n f

Landing run In meters

Without wheel brakes
@l=0.078

340
300

106
104
170
54

With wheel brakes
*~=o.306

1::

On this table, which is given only

we see how the landing run is shortened

This devioe obviously loses some of its

by way of illustration,

by the wheel brakes.

Importance, when we have

other powerful means of braking, like the one oonsldered in Case

o (propeller with very strong braking effeot). It is likewise

obvious that the devioes for amplifying the polar, suoh as the.

slotted wing (Case e), considerably reduoe

With the latter devloe, however, the wheel>

their Importance.

the landt~ run.

brskes retdn all

—ml mm. ,mm —
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In the numerloal examples,

Oonolusions
... .. . ...

we h“aveconsidered an airplane “

landlng In oalm alr In a fixed direotion after orosslng the bor-

der (with its obstaoles) at a height of 30 m (98 ft.). Its stop-

ping point is at a distsnce ~

A distanoe Dl in regular

from the obstaole, oomprlshg:

gliding.flight;

A dlstanoe Q In levelling off;

A distanoe Q In taxying on the ground.

The osl.culatlonsenable us to make

which gives em idea of the improvements

out the following table,

to be e~ected in the

use of the various possible methods of braking in the air and

on the ground.

.

1
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TABLE VII “

l-.-__. . .

Modif~cations made

in the airplane

(d
Brak@g

in
the
air

(B)
Amplifioatlon—

of the
polar

A+B

a)

b)

o)

d)

e)

f)

Referenoe airplane

Add passive tisg
(Ao-O. 04) doub-
ling minimum dr~
of airplane “

●

Add breking pro-

7
eller in flight
AofiO.16) exert-
ing on the ground,
a brzing force
of P/5 -

Add b+o

Transform polar
by homothety In
the ratio A=2

Add b+o+e

HorlzontsJ.distsnoes trav-
ersed (in meters) sfter
cle !ingobstaole 30 m
hi~

210

140

70

60

255

1-
1

~ it.tt

brakes

180

W3-

113

110

90

55

340

300

106

104

1?0

54

With
wheel
brakes

166

89

80

77

89

51

.

..
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TABLE VII ((lent.)

-. .

; Modifications made

in the airplane.’+,.-

(A)
Br&ng

the
alr

a)

b)

c)

d)

Reference airplsma,

Add passive ~sg
(Ao~O.04) dOUb-
ling minimum drsg
of airplane

Add braking pro-
eller In flight

L o~O.16) exert-
ing on the ground,
a braking force
of P/5

Add b+ o “

(B)
Amplification

of the
pold

A+B

e)

f)

Transform polar
by homothety in
the ratio A=2

Add b+o+e

Horizontal dlstanoes
traversed (in meters)
after olearlng obst~
ole 30 m high.

Total distance D .

Without
Wheel
brakes

730

583

289

274

515

182

With
wheel
brskes

556 “

372

263

In the above landing problem, It is important to note that

we assumed a very gentle levelling off, i.e,.,with a very moder-

ate centripetsl aooeleration. ~ the other hand, we assumed

that the landlng field was a good one for t~ing. The ml-

lated distances D aooordlngly represent values near the --”

mum for the vssious cases.
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In Table VII, we notioe that the methods (A) of braking In,,-.,4 .,. ,,

the air em of considerable Importance for lnn&g on a small
...—.

field surrounded by high obetaoles. .

CJasee, resulti& from a li~othesls. (X = 2) very favor~

ble to the method (B) of the ampllfloattom of the polar ourve,
.. .

shows that this method, under.thepreoeding ratio and despite

the reduotlon effeoted in the landlng speed, is deoldedly in-

ferior to the methods under (A), namely, Oase b, with wheel

brskes, md Case o and even Oase d.

Moreover, it is important to arrange the braking smfaoes

or propellers in suoh manner as to furnish a lifting oomponent

and, in general, to oombine ~udloiously the vexlous methods In

suoh a way as to derive the maximum effloeay from eaoh.

Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
Hational Advisory Oommlttee
for Aaronautlos.
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